Our client is a dynamic and innovative software company for CAD/CAM software in the field of medical
technology. For the location in Darmstadt our client is looking for a qualified:

Senior UX/UI Designer (m/f/d) – 40% - 60% remote possible
Job-ID: CF-00004268
Ort: Darmstadt

Your main tasks:
Take a lead role in UX/UI design for an innovative, cross-enterprise new product focused on creating
personalized digital experiences for all customers
Create the user interaction model, visual design, interactive UI prototypes, and guidelines for the
company's user interfaces
Create UI and UX prototypes that development teams can understand and follow
Continue to develop internal UI guidelines, collaborate with other designers on the team, and ensure
that end users experience an optimal user experience
Collaborate with product designers, product managers, and developers to drive the product from
concept to launch
Develop product requirements and concepts in the form of wireframes and designs
Design flows and experiences that are functional, engaging, and simple
Accountability for user experience on applicable projects: Interaction design, visual design, and
prototyping designs
Be tasked with creating new conceptual screens and visual elements using evolving guidelines and
design patterns
Design reviews - oversee design review meetings to ensure the global team stays in sync and
deliverables are of the highest quality
Work closely with the global design team

Your technical qualifications:
Bachelor's degree (or higher) in Interface Design, Media Design, Communication Design, Media Design
or Product Design or equivalent experience/training
6+ years of professional experience, ideally in a fast-paced environment for an internet or e-commerce
company (preferably with agile methodology)
Experience leading and overseeing product design and development processes for customer-facing
products
Extensive experience in interface design, new product development
Strong visual skills and experience working with design systems (style guides and pattern libraries)
Ability to actively and effectively collaborate in multidisciplinary teams
Proven experience with Android and iOS as well as web products
Extensive knowledge of mobile-first design principles and current industry UX/UI trends
Proficiency with Figma and/or Adobe XD (and other Adobe tools), whiteboarding, and team collaboration
Delivery of pixel-perfect production assets in Figma and/or Adobe XD
Willingness to learn the latest UX/UI design trends and technologies
Very good English skills

German language skills are an advantage

Your personal qualifications:
Self-realiant way of working
Conscientiousness

Our client offers:
Exciting and varied activities in a dynamic and growth-oriented software company. You can expect flat
structures and efficient decision-making processes. You can look forward to a positive working atmosphere
that promotes both individual freedom and responsibility. Furthermore, you can expect a strong team spirit
and a very good working atmosphere as well as modern offices and workplaces. Flexible working hours and
home office options are a matter of course.

Ihr Ansprechpartner:
Cagla Özcan
auteega GmbH
Kaiserring 14-16
68161 Mannheim
Telefon: +49 621 122 664 12
E-Mail: cagla.oezcan@auteega.com
Jetzt bewerben

